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ABSTRACT
MSO logic on unranked trees has been identified as a convenient
theoretical framework for reasoning about expressivenessand im-
plementations of practical XML query languages. As a correspond-
ing theoretical foundation of XML transformation languages, the
“transformation language”TL is proposed. The language is based
on the “document transformation language”DTL of Maneth and
Neven which incorporates full MSO pattern matching, arbitrary
navigation in the input tree using also MSO patterns, and named
procedures. The new language generalizesDTL by additionally al-
lowing procedures to accumulate intermediate results in parame-
ters. It is proved thatTL – and thus in particularDTL – despite
their expressiveness still allow for effective inverse type inference.
This result is obtained by means of a translation ofTL programs
into compositions of top-down finite state tree transductions with
parameters, also called (stay) macro tree transducers.

1. INTRODUCTION
The extensible markup language (XML ) has developed into the

de facto standard for data exchange on the Internet [1]. Intuitively,
data in an XML document is stored together with its structure, rep-
resented as a tree, i.e., an XML document is a textual representa-
tion of a finite labeled unranked tree. Storing data togetherwith its
structure has great benefits: more properties can be checkedon the
structure than on its plain content. This statement can be exempli-
fied in the context of formal language theory: for a given context-
free string language it isnot decidable whether or not it is regular
(= MSO definable). In contrast to that, for a macro tree transducer
(a powerful model that translates derivation trees of context-free
grammars) itis decidable whether or not it is MSO definable [12].
In the setting of XML this means, even a lightweight formal method
like type checking becomes a very powerful property. In other
words, if an XML transformationF type checksagainst input and
output XML typesTin, Tout, i.e., if

∀ d ∈ Tin : F (d) ∈ Tout,

then, besides the fact that such a transformation will neverraise
run-time type errors, it computes “quite surely” the transformation
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that was actually intended by the programmer. It is therefore highly
desirable to have algorithms forstatic type checking, i.e., which
check the above displayed property statically before the transfor-
mation is ever executed. The price for this accuracy in XML types
is that type checking becomes more expensive (than the approxima-
tive techniques typically used in ordinary programming languages).

Static type checking of XML transformations can be considered
in many different settings [28]: first, there is a choice in the XML

type formalism (e.g., DTD, XML Schema [16], or RELAX NG
[8]), second, there is a choice in the transformation formalism (e.g.,
XQuery [6], XSLT [21], or fxt [4]). Clearly, the decidability of the
type checking problem heavily depends on the expressive power
of the type and transformation formalisms used. If, for example, a
general purpose programming language is used to define the trans-
formationd then type checking is (obviously) undecidable and can
only be approximated. Here we are interested in exact algorithms,
i.e., we only consider transformation formalisms for whichtype
checking is decidable.

A convenient abstraction of the existing XML type formalisms
are regular tree languages [29, 31]. A large class of transforma-
tions which was specifically designed in order to model existing
XML transformation languages, and for which type checking (w.r.t.
regular tree languages) is decidable, is thek-pebble tree transducer
(k-ptt) [27]. It is a finite state transducer which can mark nodes
of the input tree using up tok different pebbles. When modeling
an XML transformation (e.g., XSLT or XQuery), then for each vari-
able that appears in a pattern of the transformation, one extra peb-
ble is used (the pebbles determine variable bindings for patterns).
This means that the numberk of pebbles depends on the complex-
ity of the patterns that appear in the XML transformation at hand.
This numberk is important, because the best known time complex-
ity of type checking ak-ptt isO(hk+2(n)) with h0(n) = n and
hm+1(n) = 2hm(n), i.e., a tower of exponents of heightk+2. This
result stems from the fact that anyk-ptt can be simulated by the
composition ofk+1 macro tree transducers (mtts) [11], and anm-
fold composition of mtts can be type checked in timeO(hm+1(n)).

How can we obtain more efficient type checking algorithms than
the one fork-ptts? One possibility is to restrict the expressive
power of the type and transducer formalism. Restrictions under
which type checking can be done in polynomial time were investi-
gated by Martens and Neven [25]: the transducers have no pebbles,
can only move downwards in the input tree, and may not delete any
nodes of the input. Clearly, not many real-world XML transforma-
tions fall into this small class of transformations. A milder restric-
tion has recently been considered by Engelfriet and Samwel [13]:
k-ptts with “ℓ-bounded visibility”: out of thek-pebbles only theℓ
last recently dropped ones can be seen; in this scenario onlyℓ (and
not k) mtts are needed to realize the transformation; this lowersk



to ℓ in the height of the exponents of the time complexity.
Our approach here is different; instead of restricting thek-ptt,

we introduce a new transformation formalism. The new “transfor-
mation language” (TL) is powerful enough to (succinctly) describe
many real-world XML transformations; on the other hand, all its
transformations can be simulated by only a fixed number of macro
tree transducers (namely,3). Our aim was to choose our model
as expressive as possible (‘high-level’), while still allowing for ef-
fective type inference. In previous work [24], the transformation
languageDTL was presented. Based on the recursion mechanism
of XSLT and using MSO (Monadic Second-Order logic) as pattern
language,DTL subsumes the essential operations of existing do-
main specific languages for XML processing. All results concern-
ing DTL in [24], however, are restricted to the fragment of deter-
ministic and top-down transformations only. Here, we lift this re-
striction. We consider unrestrictedDTL programs and also enhance
the model by allowing accumulating parameters. Accumulating pa-
rameters allow for long-distance transportation of document parts
and are therefore a convenient technique to provide access to con-
text information [19]. The resulting transformation language is
called TL. SinceTL provides full MSO patterns for matching of
rules and selection of nodes, it generalizes the pattern language
XPath (as used in XSLT [9, 21] and XQuery [6]) without arith-
metics and data value comparisons as well asfxgreppatterns (for
fxt [4, 30]). Note thatTL is meant as a mathematically convenient
model; for implementation purposes MSO is not the preferredfor-
malism because there can be a non-elementary blow up when going
from MSO to a finite automaton (and most of our constructions here
are based on finite automata). Currently we are implementingthe
algorithm for type checking which is presented here.

By defining a type checking algorithm for the transformation
languageTL we obtain a general type checking mechanism for
all languages that can be compiled intoTL. The key idea of our
type checking algorithm forTL is to simulateTL transformations
by compositions of top-down finite state tree transducers with pa-
rameters, which also have been called (stay)macro tree transduc-
ers. Macro tree transducers have been extensively studied as a
model of syntax directed semantics [14, 19]. In particular,it is
well-known that inverses of macro tree transductions (and compo-
sitions thereof) preserve recognizability [14]. Therefore, (compo-
sitions of) macro tree transductions can be type checked by means
of inverse type inference: inverse type inference computes the pre-
image of all ill-formed outputs. In particular if the set of well-
formed outputs is recognizable, its complement is recognizable as
well. Given that recognizability is effectively closed under taking
the pre-image, type checking then reduces to check whether agiven
input type has an empty intersection with the pre-image. As recog-
nizable tree languages are effectively closed under intersection, and
non-emptiness is decidable, we obtain a type checking algorithm
for TL programs.

In general, the macro tree transducer hierarchy (generatedby se-
quentially composing mtts) seems to be a good yardstick for mea-
suring the complexity of an XML transformation formalism: How
many mtts are needed to simulate the transformers at hand? The
mtt hierarchy has many desirable properties. As an example,for
any transformation in the mtt hierarchy (hence, also for anyk-ptt)
it can be decided if it is of linear size increase (quite common for
XML transformations) and if it is thenoneequivalent mtt can be
constructed [23].

This paper is organized as follows: After introducing our trans-
formation language in Sections 2 and 3, we show in Section 4 that
type checking for aTL programP can be based on an effective
decomposition ofP into (stay) macro tree transducers. As an inter-

mediate step for proving this decomposition result, we firstpresent
a decomposition ofTL programs usingmacro tree-walking trans-
ducers in Section 5. In Sections 6 and 7, we finally show how
deterministic and nondeterministic macro tree-walking transducers
can be further decomposed.

2. TL BY EXAMPLE
Consider an XML representation of a mail file containing an

mbox for incoming mails and atrash “folder” for deleted mails.
Besides normalmail elements, thembox also contains mails inside
a spam element indicating that these mails have been identified as
spam by some automated filter:

<doc>
<mbox>

<mail>
<sender> Homer Simpson </sender>
<address> homer@simpson.com </address>
<subject> CONFIDENTIAL </subject>
<body> ... </body> </mail>

<spam><mail> ...
<subject> V.I.A.G.R.A. </subject>
... </mail></spam>

</mbox>
<trash> ... </trash>

</doc>

In order to clean up the mail folder, all spam mails should be moved
into the trash folder while all other mails should be left untouched
in mbox. Thus, a corresponding transformation should return:

<doc>
<mbox>

<mail>
<sender> Homer Simpson </sender>
<address> homer@simpson.com </address>
<subject> CONFIDENTIAL </subject>
<body> ... </body> </mail>

</mbox>
<trash>

<spam><mail> ...
<subject> V.I.A.G.R.A. </subject>
... </mail></spam>
... </trash>

</doc>

The transformation explained above can be defined in our new
transformation languageTL. Here is the correspondingTL pro-
gram.

q(labdoc(x1)) ⇒ 〈doc〉
q(labmbox(x2))
q(labtrash(x2))

〈/doc〉

q(labmbox(x1)) ⇒ 〈mbox〉
copy(x1/x2 ∧ labmail(x2))

〈/mbox〉

q(labtrash(x1)) ⇒ 〈trash〉
copy(∃ z. z; x1 ∧ z/x2 ∧ labspam(x2))
copy(x1/x2)

〈/trash〉
copy(x1) ⇒ x1

A TL program consists of a collection of function definitions; each
definition consists oftransformation rules. A rule for a functionf



is of the formf(m) ⇒ A wherem is a match patternandA is
anaction. The match pattern determines the nodes of the input to
which the rule is applicable. The action determines how output is
constructed; it consists of output nodes (in usual XML syntax) and
function calls. A function call consists of a function nameg and a
select pattern. The pattern determines to which nodes of the input
g is applied.

Match and select patterns inTL are MSO formulas over the free
variablesx1 andx1, x2, respectively. A rule is applicable to a par-
ticular nodev of the input if its match pattern is satisfied when
bindingx1 to v. Applying the rule means to construct the output
and function calls of the action. The select patters determine, un-
der the binding ofx1 to v, to which nodesx2 the function should
be applied. In our example, the formulalabdoc(x1) in the first rule
denotes all nodes labeled bydoc . Thus, the first rule forq is ap-
plicable to thedoc element of the input. Its action specifies to
produce adoc element the content of which is obtained by apply-
ing q to the nodes determined by the select patternslabmbox(x2) and
labtrash(x2), respectively. Since these select patterns do not con-
tain x1, the nodes to which they refer are determinedabsolutely
in the input tree. The second rule ofq is applicable if the current
node is anmbox element. Its action specifies to generate anmbox
element the content of which is obtained by applyingcopy to the
nodes selected by the patternx1/x2∧ labmail(x2), i.e., the children
x2 of the current nodex1 which are labeledmail . The auxiliary
functioncopy realizes the identity by copying the subtree to which
it is applied to the output. In summary, since the current node is
the mbox element of the input, the secondq-rule copies allmail
elements frommbox into thembox element of the output.

The thirdq-rule transforms thetrash element. The first call to
the functioncopy is meant to copy allspam elements frommbox
into trash . The necessary select pattern is given by the MSO for-
mula∃ z. z;x1∧z/x2∧ labspam(x2). This formula selects all nodes
x2 labeled byspam whose ancestorz is a left sibling of the current
nodex1. The other call of functioncopy is meant to copy all el-
ementsx2 of the trash folderx1 into the trash element of the
output.

3. TL IN DETAIL
An XML document is a linear representation of a sequence of

unranked trees. An unranked tree consists of a root node (labeled
by some labela) and aforestf , written〈a〉f〈/a〉. A forestconsists
of a sequence of unranked trees, writtent1t2 · · · tm or ǫ if m = 0.
The set of all trees (forests) with labels from a setΣ is denoted by
TΣ (T ∗

Σ , respectively).
An MSO formulaφ (over alphabetΣ) is generated by the gram-

mar:

φ ::= x;x′ | x/x′ | laba(x) | x ∈ X | φ1∨φ2 | ¬φ | ∃x. φ | ∃X. φ

Here,x andX are individual and set variables, respectively. In-
dividual variablesx range over nodes of the input forest and set
variablesX over node sets. The binary relation symbols “;” and
“/” denote thenext siblingandchild relation between nodes, re-
spectively. The setlaba denotes all nodes labeled bya ∈ Σ. Note
that the MSO formulas in our example do not use set variables.As
usual, we also feel free to use the equality predicate=, conjunc-
tions∧, as well as universal quantification∀ with their usual mean-
ings. In particular if the MSO formula contains only free variables
x1, . . . , xk, we write

(v1, . . . , vk) |=f φ

to denote thatφ holds (matches) in the forestf if we bindxi to the
nodevi, i = 1, . . . , k. Note that in our application, formulasφ al-

ways serve either as a match or select pattern. Hence, the parameter
k only takes the values1 and2, respectively.

Definition 1 A TL programP is a pair(R,A0) whereA0 is an
initial action andR is a finite set of rules of the form

q(φ, y1, . . . , yk) ⇒ A,

whereq is a function name,φ is an MSO match pattern with one
free variablex1, they1, . . . , yk, k ≥ 0, are accumulating param-
eters, andA is the action. Possible actions (including the initial
actionA0) are described by the grammar:

A ::= ǫ | A1A2 | 〈a〉A〈/a〉 | x1 | yj | q
′(ψ,A1, . . . , Am)

wherea is the label of a node in the output,yj is one of the accu-
mulating parameters from the left-hand side (i.e.,1 ≤ j ≤ k), q′

is a function name, andψ is a select pattern, i.e., an MSO formula
with free variablesx1, x2.

Intuitively, the meaning of the actions listed in our definition is
as follows: The output for a nodex1 in the input forest either can be
the empty forest, the concatenationA1A2 of the outputs produced
by the actionsA1 andA2, an individual elementa whose content
is recursively determined by some action, a copyx1 of the current
input (sub) tree, the content of one of the accumulating parame-
tersyj , or a recursive call to some functionq′ where the values of
the actual parameters are again determined by actionsAi and fur-
thermore, the nodes to be processed next are determined by some
binary MSO select patternψ.

The evaluation of aTL program begins at the root node of the
input document (seen as an unranked treet). Given an input docu-
ment (seen as an unranked treet), aTL programP starts processing
by evaluating its initial actionA0 for the root node oft. A function
q with parametersf1, . . . , fk is applied to a nodev by carrying out
the following steps. First, we (nondeterministically) choose one of
the rulesq(φ, y1, . . . , yk) → A for q whereφ matchesv. Then
we bind the formal parametersyj to the actual parametersfj and
execute the action partA of the chosen rule. In presence ofnested
function calls, we adhere to anoutside-inor call-by-nameevalua-
tion strategy, i.e, the outermost call is performed first.1 Depending
on the current nodev the next nodes for the application of a succes-
sive function callq′(ψ,A1, . . . , Am) are selected in accordance to
the binary patternψ, i.e., we choose all nodesu for which the pair
(v, u) matchesψ.

In general, more than one pattern may match at a point of the
computation. In different practical transformation languages, dif-
ferent resolution strategies have been proposed.fxt, for example
simply chooses the first applicable rule. XSLT, on the other hand,
insists on choosing the “most specific” rule [9] or thelast applica-
ble rule [21]. From an expressiveness point of view, MSO logic as
a pattern language is strong enough to make priorities explicit, e.g.,
by adding the negation of a conjunction of all patterns of higher
priorities. Thus, we can w.l.o.g. always assume that match pat-
terns of the same function are all mutually disjoint. In thisway
we call aTL programdeterministicif for each functionq at every
nodev of every input document at most one match pattern ofq’s
rules matches. Note that this property is decidable for a given TL

programP . Non-determinism inTLprograms can be used if the
transformation to be type checked uses predicates which cannot be

1In the outside-in strategy the parameters of a function callmay
themselves contain function calls which are thus transferred to the
body in an unevaluated form [14].



expressed in MSO. Then, nondeterministic choice between differ-
ent potentially chosen actions gives atype safeover-approximation
of the real transformation.

Let us now formally define the semantics of aTL programP .
Instead of reasoning about theoperationalbehavior of transforma-
tions, we here prefer to take adenotationalpoint of view. Let∆ de-
note the set of symbols possibly occurring in input or outputforests
andN (f) denote the set of all nodes of a forestf . For a given in-
put forestf ∈ T ∗

∆, each function nameq of P can be considered as
denoting the function

[[q]]f : N (f) × (2T ∗

∆ )k → 2T ∗

∆

which takes a nodev ∈ N (f) of the input forestf and a list
F1, . . . , Fk of setsFi ⊆ 2T ∗

∆ of actual parameters and returns a set
of output forests. The reason for havingsetsof output forests in the
parameters of the denotation ofq is that in theoutside-inevaluation
mode, further function calls may appear inside of parametertrees
(and, due to nondeterminism, they may generate several different
output trees); see [14] for more details. The denotation functions
are defined as the least fixpoint of:

[[q]]f (v, F1, . . . , Fk) ⊇ [[A]]f v η

if (v) |=f φ, q(φ, y1, . . . , yk) ⇒ A ∈ R andη(yi) = Fi for
i = 1, . . . , k where

[[ǫ]]f v η ⊇ {ǫ}
[[x1]]f v η ⊇ fv
[[yj ]]f v η ⊇ η(yj)

[[A1A2]]f v η ⊇ ([[A1]]f v η) ([[A2]]f v η)
[[〈a〉A1〈/a〉]]f v η ⊇ 〈a〉[[A1]]f v η〈/a〉

[[q′(ψ,A1, . . . , Am)]]f v η ⊇ [[q′]]f (v1, F ) . . . [[q′]]f (vl, F ),

wherefv denotes the subtree off that is rooted atv and where
F abbreviates the recursive evaluation of all parametersAi, i =
1, . . . ,m for the current nodev and the actual parameter environ-
mentη, thusF = [[A1]]f v η, . . . , [[Am]]f v η, and{v1 < ... <
vl} = {v′ | v, v′ ∈ N (f), (v, v′) |=f ψ}. The relation “<” is
induced by the lexicographical order onN (t) and is also called
document order. Note that we have denoted the concatenation of
setsF1, . . . , Fm by juxtaposition, i.e.,F1 . . . Fm = {s1 . . . sm |
si ∈ Fi}.

Thetransformationrealized byP on non-empty forests, denoted
by τP , is defined by

τP = {(f, s) ∈ T ∗
∆ × T ∗

∆ | s ∈ [[A0]]f 1 ∅}.

where “1” is the root node of the left-most tree of the input forest
f and∅ is the empty variable assignment. It can be shown that this
denotational semantics by means of mutually recursive functions
indeed coincides with (a suitable formalization of) the informally
presented operational semantics based on call-by-name rewriting
of function calls.

4. TYPE CHECKING
The main result of this paper is that recognizability of setsof

forests is (effectively) preserved by taking pre-images ofTL trans-
formations.

Theorem 2 For everyTL programP and recognizable setR ⊆
T ∗

∆ of output forests, the pre-image

τ−1
P (R) = {f ∈ T ∗

∆ | ∃ r ∈ R : (f, r) ∈ τP }

is again recognizable. Moreover, a finite automaton recognizing
τ−1
P (R) can be effectively constructed from the programP and a

finite automaton forR.

As a corollary, this result gives a solution to the type checking
problem forTL programs. Assume we are given recognizable sets
Tin, Tout ⊆ T ∗

∆ of the admissible input and output types, respec-
tively. In order to check that the set of images produced by aTL

programP for everyf ∈ Tin always conforms toTout, we perform
inverse type inference. Inverse type inference was used by Milo
et al. in [27] to prove thatk-pebble tree transducers can be type
checked effectively. Note that, in the context of tree transformers,
forward type inference does not work well: in general transforma-
tions donotpreserve regularity. Intuitively, whenever a transforma-
tion copies, i.e., generates multiple independent outputswhich de-
pend on the same input, then it no longer preserves recognizability.
In that case forward type inference can only be done approximative.
Inverse type inference, on the other hand, is possible whenever the
pre-imagesof recognizable sets are effectively recognizable. Inter-
estingly, this is the case for a larger class of transformations and in
particular, by Theorem 2, for allTL programs.

Using the fact inverses ofTL transformations effectively preserve
recognizability (Theorem 2), type checking ofTL programs can be
done as follows. First, determine a finite automaton for the set

U = τ−1
P (T ∗

∆\Tout)

This is possible by Theorem 2 and because recognizable sets are
effectively closed under complement. The setU represents the set
of all inputs for which the transformationτP can return results not
conforming toTout. In the second step, it therefore remains to verify
whether or notTin ∩U = ∅. In particular, no wrong results are pro-
duced iff the intersection is empty. Since intersection emptiness is
decidable for finite automata, we obtain at the following corollary.

Corollary 3 Type checking forTL programs is decidable.

In order to prove Theorem 2, we show that everyTL transfor-
mation can be effectively decomposed into a composition of three
(stay) macro tree transducers(mtts and s-mtts, respectively). Macro
tree transducers have been introduced as a model for syntax-directed
semantics by Engelfriet and Vogler [14]. Essentially, macro tree
transducers are first-order functional programs which recursively
descend over their first argument by means of pattern-matching
while all other parameters are only used for accumulating inter-
mediate results . Astaymacro tree transducer is a minor gener-
alization of an mtt which is not obliged to proceed to subterms of
their argument parameter in every step, but may process the same
argument node arbitrarily often [11]. Since their introduction it
has been known that taking pre-images of mtt transductions (and
compositions thereof) effectively preserves recognizability (Theo-
rem 7.4 of [14]). The same also holds for s-mtts (Corollary 44
of [11]).

The remainder of this paper deals with the decomposition of a
TL programP into a composition of (stay) macro tree transducers.
In the next section we state the decomposition theorem and then
start proving it by showing how to relabel the input ofP , so that
a “macro tree-walking transducer” (an intermediate model which
generalizes the mtt by up and stay moves on the input tree) can
simulateP on the relabeling. Note that all simulations (including
the relabeling) work on encodings of forests as binary trees. The fi-
nal simulation of the walking transducer by macro tree transducers
follows in two section, first for the deterministic case and then for
the nondeterministic one.

5. DECOMPOSING TL PROGRAMS
Our main decomposition result forTL programs is:



Theorem 4 1. Every deterministicTL program can be com-
piled into a composition of three deterministic macro tree
transducers.

2. Every nondeterministicTL program can be compiled into
the composition of two macro tree transducers and one stay
macro tree transducer.

Before we decompose aTL program into a relabeling followed
by a macro tree-walking transducer we discuss the coding of forests
as binary trees.

5.1 Encoding Forests as Trees
TL programs transform forests, i.e., sequences of unranked trees.

Macro tree transducers (as well as macro tree-walking transducers)
on the other hand transform ranked trees. One possibility ofdealing
with this difference is to generalize the mtt model to forests [32].
Here we choose another common approach, namely to code forests
as binary trees. The standard way of doing this is to represent the
empty forests by a leafe and to code the content of an element
node as the left child while the right child represents the forest of
right siblings of the element. Consider, e.g., the (unranked) tree
representation of our mailbox document:

trashmbox

mail

doc

mail

spam

The corresponding representation as a binary tree looks as follows:

mail trash

spam

mail

doc

mbox

e

e

e

For convenience, ranked trees are denoted by termst constructed
according to the grammar

t :: = b | a(t1, . . . , tk)

whereb is a nullary symbol anda is a constructor of rankk > 0.
As usual and in order to avoid case distinctions, we view nullary
symbolsb as constructors of rank0.

5.2 Compiling Match and Select Patterns
In the next step we want to make available at every nodev of (the

binary tree representation of) the input forest enough information
to decide locally which patterns occurring in the programP are
matches or selections ofv. In order to do so, we here first compile
all MSO formulas occurring in theTL programP into onefinite
automaton. As usual, a (bottom-up)finite (state tree)automaton
is a tupleB = (S,Σ, δ, F ) whereS is a set ofstates, F ⊆ S is
a set ofaccepting states, andδ is a finite set of transitions of the
form (s, a, s1 . . . sk) wherea is a symbol of rankk ≥ 0 from the

ranked alphabetΣ ands, s1, . . . , sk are states inS. Our finite au-
tomata will operate on binary representations of document forests,
i.e., Σ = ∆ ∪ {e} where all elements in∆ have rank 2 ande
(representing the empty forest) has rank 0.

A transition(s, a, s1 . . . sk) denotes that ifB reaches statessi
for treesti, then it can reach states for the treea(t1, . . . , tk). A run
of A on a treet ∈ TΣ is a mappingr : N (t) → S which assigns to
each nodev a stater(v) ∈ S such that locally the transition relation
is respected. The tree language accepted byB consists of the trees
t ∈ TΣ by whichB can reach an accepting state, or, equivalently,
all trees having runsr which map their roots to accepting states.

Let Φ and Ψ be the finite sets of MSO match and select pat-
terns ofP , respectively. By using suitable encodings of the basic
predicates”/” and”; ”, the formulas inΦ andΨ can be equiv-
alently expressed by MSO formulas over binary trees. Then us-
ing the well-known translation of MSO formulas over finite ranked
trees by Thatcher and Wright [33], we can constructing a nonde-
terministic tree automatonP = (S,∆, δ, F ) together with sets
Uφ ⊆ S, φ ∈ Φ, and relationsBψ ⊆ S2, ψ ∈ Ψ, such that for
every document forestf the following holds:

1. For everyφ ∈ Φ, (v) |=f φ iff there exists an accepting run
r of P on (the binary encoding of)f such thatr(v) ∈ Uφ;

2. For everyψ ∈ Ψ, (v1, v2) |=f ψ iff there exists an ac-
cepting runr of P on (the binary encoding of)f such that
(r(v1), r(v2)) ∈ Bψ.

5.3 Annotating the Input
For the binary tree representationt of a forest, letS(t) ⊆ S de-

note the set of statess in which the match automaton may possibly
reach the root oft. The setS(t) is recursively defined by:

S(e) = {s ∈ S | (s, e) ∈ δ}

S(a(t1, t2)) = {s ∈ S | ∃ si ∈ S(ti) : (s, a, s1s2) ∈ δ}

For our implementation ofP through mtts we relabel each node of
the input as follows:

1. First, each nodev of the input treet labeled by a symbol
a ∈ ∆ is relabeled by〈a, S1, S2〉 whereSi is the set of
states reachable at the subtree rooted at thei-th child of v.
According to the recursive definition of the setsS(t′), this
can be done by means of a single deterministic post-order
traversal overt or, technically speaking, by a total determin-
istic bottom-up relabeling[10].

2. Then, each nodev additionally receives the value0 if v is
the root oft or its child numberi ∈ {1, 2} if v is the i-
th child of its father node. Moreover, we place atv the set
T (v) = {r(v) | r accepting run forf}, i.e., the set of all
states to whichv is mapped by accepting runs of the match
automaton. Thus, now internal nodesv with original label
a have labels〈a, j, T (v), S(v1), S(v2)〉 (v1, v2 the first and
second child ofv, respectively) whereas leaf nodesv have
the labels〈e, j, T (v)〉. This second relabeling can be imple-
mented by means of a single deterministic pre-order traversal
over the annotatedt, or, technically speaking, by a total de-
terministictop-down relabeling[10].

The composition of a bottom-up relabeling followed by a top-down
relabeling is equivalent to a top-down relabeling with regular look-
ahead, or to an MSO definable relabeling [10, 5]. In what follows,
denote the class of all such relabelings by REL.



5.4 Removing Global Selection
In this section we consider how to determine the nodes that are

selected by a select pattern during the execution of aTL program.
The intermediate model (on our way to prove Theorem 4) is a
generalization of mtts calledmacro tree-walking transducer(for
short, 2-mtt) (equal to RT(Tree-walk) in [15], the 0-pebblemacro
tree transducer of [11], and to the macro attributed tree transducer
of [22]). The idea is to compile the global selection steps oftheTL

programP into local movements. Intuitively, a 2-mtt is similar to a
TL program but operates on ranked trees instead of forests. More-
over, match patterns of rules are restricted to the formlaba(x1)
only, i.e., are only allowed to check the label of the currentinput
nodex1. Also, select patterns may only be of one of the following
forms:

• x1 = x2, i.e., the current nodex1 itself is selected;

• x2 = father(x1), i.e., the father ofx1 is selected;

• x2 = childi(x1), i.e., thei-th child of x1 is selected; on
ranked treeschildi(x1) replaces the “;” and “/” predicates.

Note that each of these select patterns selects at most one next node
v′, given any binding ofx1 to a nodev of the input tree. In our
construction we insist that alwaysexactly one next nodeis selected.
This is possible due to our relabeling from Section 5.3 whichal-
lows to determine whether the current node is the root (excluding
the selection of the father) or a leaf (excluding the selection of chil-
dren).

For the following, we w.l.o.g. assume that theTL programP
does not contain the copy actionx1 in right-hand sides. The key
idea of the simulation of theTL programP by a 2-mtt is as follows:
Assume that a callq(ψ,A1, . . . , Ak) of the TL functionq is to be
evaluated at a nodev of the input forestf whereψ is a binary select
pattern. This means that the functionq must be called for the nodes
v1 < . . . < vm where the sequence of pairs(v, v1),. . . ,(v, vm)
represents all matches of the patternψ in the input forest. In order
to collect the forests produced by[[q]]f (vi, [[A1]]f , . . . , [[Ak]]f ), the
2-mtt successively proceeds fromv to the root node of the (anno-
tated) input where it returns a representation of the list

[[q]]f (v1, [[A1]]f , . . . , [[Ak]]f ) . . . [[q]]f (vm, [[A1]]f , . . . , [[Ak]]f )

The applications to the nodesvi are collected on the path to the
root by traversing the prevailing left or right siblings, depending on
the direction from where the simulation has moved up. For theup
movements, we therefore introduce the functionup (with sub- and
superscripts for storing extra auxiliary information), whereas for
the collections of matches to the left and right of the current path,
we introduce the functiondown (again with sub- and superscripts).

Technically, the new initial actionA′
0 equals[A0]0 and eachTL

rule

q(φ, y1, . . . , yk) ⇒ A

is simulated by the rules

q(lab〈a,j,T,S1,S2〉(x1), y1, . . . , yk) → [A]j
q(lab〈e,j,T〉(x1), y1, . . . , yk) → [A]j

whenever theTL rule is indeed applicable to the current node, i.e.,
wheneverUφ ∩ T 6= ∅. Depending on the child numberj ∈
{0, 1, 2} of the current node, the new right-hand sides are deter-
mined by means of the transformation[.]j :

[ǫ]j = e
[yi]j = yi
[x1]j = x1

[〈b〉A〈/b〉]j = b([A]j , e)
[A1A2]j = [A1]j@[A2]j

Since 2-mtts operate on ranked trees, they do not support concate-
nation as a base operation. Therefore, we express concatenation
symbolically by means of the new binary constructor “@” (written
infix for better readability). The occurrences of this symbolic op-
erator will be evaluated in a subsequent transformation. Inorder to
simulate function callsq′(ψ, . . .) of the action part, we make use
of the functionsup anddown. If q′(ψ,A1, . . . , Ak) occurs at the
root noder and(r, r) is a match forψ, i.e.,r is also selected byψ,
then the 2-mtt callsq′ at r and concatenates the results of calling
down for the child nodes:

[q′(ψ,A1, . . . , Ak)]0 =
q′(x1 = x2, [A1]0, . . . , [Ak]0)@

down
q′

ψ,g1
(x2 = child1(x1), [A1]0, . . . , [Ak]0)@

down
q′

ψ,g2
(x2 = child2(x1), [A1]0, . . . , [Ak]0)

Note that the functiondown records the nameq′ of the called func-
tion together with the select patternψ and some extragi which
is explained below. Note also that the current node is selected
by ψ iff T contains a states such that(s, s) ∈ Bψ. If the cur-
rent node isnot selected byψ, then we omit the callq′(x1 =
x2, [A1]0, . . . , [Ak]0). If the function callq′(ψ,A1, . . . , An) oc-
curs at a nodev different from the root node of the input, i.e.,j 6= 0,
andv is also selected by patternψ, then the subsequent call forq′

is simulated by:

[q′(ψ,A1, . . . , Ak)]j =

up
j,q′

ψ,h(x2 = father(x1), [A1]j , . . . , [Ak]j ,
q′(x1 = x2, [A1]j , . . . , [Ak]j) @

down
q′

ψ,g1
(x2 = child1(x1), [A1]j , . . . , [Ak]j) @

down
q′

ψ,g2
(x2 = child2(x1), [A1]j , . . . , [Ak]j))

As before, we compute the list of outputs for matches inside the
subtree rooted at the current node. Now, however, we pass (a tree
representation of) this forest in an accumulating parameter to the
functionup which is meant to proceed upward to the root to collect
also the calls for the remaining nodes selected byψ. Similar to
the functiondown, up receives as extra information the nameq′ of
the function to be called, the select patternψ, but furthermore also
the current child numberj and the mappingh which is explained
below. Again, if the current nodev is not selected byψ, then we
omit the callq′(x1 = x2, [A1]j , . . . , [Ak]j) in the accumulating
parameter ofup. The extra informationh andgi for the functions
up anddown, respectively, are relations on states which are meant
to relate states at the node where the current functionq has been
applied to those states at present nodes whereup anddown are to
be evaluated which are possibly connected through a common run
of the match automatonP :

h = {(s, s) | s ∈ T}
gi = {(s, si) ∈ T × Si | ∃ s3−i ∈ S3−i : (s, a, s1s2) ∈ δ}

The relationgi stores information about the node for whichdown

is called. On the other hand, the relationh used byup stores infor-
mation about the node at which the particular call was issued.

It remains to provide definitions for the functionsup anddown.
The call down

q′

ψ,h is meant to traverse the subtree at the current
nodev and to return (a representation of) the list of results obtained
by applying the functionq′ to all nodesv1, . . . , vk in document
order which are selected byψ. A call up

j,q′

ψ,h means that the cur-
rent nodev was reached coming from itsj-th child. The function
up moves the current node to the root node, and then, depending
whether it came from the first or second subtree (recorded in the
superscriptj) it calls down on the other subtree. For the case that



the current node is selected by the patternψ, i.e.,hi ∩Bψ 6= ∅, we
define:

up
1,q′

ψ,h(lab〈a,0,T,S1,S2〉(x1), y1, . . . , yk, yk+1) →
q′(x1 = x2, y1, . . . , yk) @ yk+1 @

down
q′

ψ,g1
(x2 = child2(x1), y1, . . . , yk)

up
1,q′

ψ,h(lab〈a,j,T,S1,S2〉(x1), y1, . . . , yk, yk+1) →

up
j,q′

ψ,h1
(x2 = father(x1), y1, . . . , yk,
q′(x1 = x2, y1, . . . , yk) @ yk+1 @

down
q′

ψ,g1
(x2 = child2(x1), y1, . . . , yk))

up
2,q′

ψ,h(lab〈a,0,T,S1,S2〉(x1), y1, . . . , yk, yk+1) →
q′(x1 = x2, y1, . . . , yk) @

down
q′

ψ,g2
(x2 = child1(x1), y1, . . . , yk) @ yk+1

up
2,q′

ψ,h(lab〈a,j,T,S1,S2〉(x1), y1, . . . , yk, yk+1) →

up
j,q′

ψ,h2
(x2 = father(x1), y1, . . . , yk,
q′(x1 = x2, y1, . . . , yk) @

down
q′

ψ,g2
(x2 = child1(x1), y1, . . . , yk) @ yk+1)

Observe that the recursive calls toup receive modified valueshi.
Also, we have to generate the correct valuesgi for the subsequent
calls of down. Before we give their formal definitions, we just
remark that by construction the current node will be selected by
ψ iff hi ∩ Bψ 6= ∅. In case the current node is not selected, we
exclude the callq′(x1 = x2, y1, . . . , yk) from the right-hand side
of the corresponding rule. The new valueshi andgi are defined by:

hi = { (s, s′) ∈ S × T |
∃ (s, si) ∈ h, s3−i ∈ S3−i : (s′, a, s1s2) ∈ δ}

gi = { (s, s3−i) ∈ S × S3−i |
∃ s′ ∈ T, (s, si) ∈ h : (s′, a, s1s2) ∈ δ}

A call to the functiondown at a nodev is meant to concatenate
the values ofq′ for all selected nodes in the subtree rooted atv.
Thus, it can recursively be defined by the rules:

down
q′

ψ,h(lab〈ǫ,j,T〉(x1), y1, . . . , yk) →
q′(x1 = x2, y1, . . . , yk)

down
q′

ψ,h(lab〈a,j,T,S1,S2〉(x1), y1, . . . , yk) →
q′(x1 = x2, y1, . . . , yk) @

down
q′

ψ,g′
1

(x2 = child1(x1), y1, . . . , yk) @

down
q′

ψ,g′
2

(x2 = child2(x1), y1, . . . , yk)

with

g′i = {(s, si) ∈ S × Si |
∃ (s, s′) ∈ h, s3−i ∈ S3−i : (a, s′, s1, s2) ∈ δ}

Again, these rules deal with the case where the current node is a
match, i.e.h∩Bψ 6= ∅. Otherwise, the callq′(x1 = x2, y1, . . . , yk)
in the right-hand sides must be omitted. Thus, assume that the node
v is no proper descendant ofv′ whereh describes a relation be-
tween the states atv and the states atv′. Theng′i describes the
corresponding relation between the states atv and the states at the
i-th child ofv′.

Consider the example from Section 2. Following the construc-
tion of this section, the rule

q(labmbox(x1)) ⇒ 〈mbox〉
copy(x1/x2 ∧ labmail(x2))

〈/mbox〉
(1)

is simulated by the following 2-mtt rule

q(lab〈mbox,...〉(x1)) →
mbox(up

1,copy
ψ,... (x2 = father(x1),

down
copy

ψ,...(x2 = child1(x1)) @
down

copy

ψ,...(x2 = child2(x1))), e)

(2)

whereψ denotes the select patternx1/x2 ∧ labmail(x2). (A sketch
of the correctness proof can be found in the appendix.)

5.5 Wrapping it Up
In the previous section we compiled theTL programP into a 2-

mtt operating on suitably annotated tree representations of forests.
The 2-mtt, however, does not compute the (tree representations of
the) output forests ofP directly. Instead, it generates occurrences
of the symbolic operator@ whenever needed. So far, we succeeded
to prove the following decomposition result:

Theorem 5 For everyTL programP there is a composition

APP◦ τP ′ ◦ REL

which computes the binary tree encoding of the transformation re-
alized byP ; APP is the mapping which evaluates all occurrences
of @ in binary trees,P ′ is a 2-mtt, andREL is a relabeling inREL.
Moreover, ifP is deterministic then the 2-mttP ′ can be chosen to
be deterministic too. ⋄

6. DETERMINISTIC 2-MTTS
In this section we want to change the macro tree-walking trans-

ducer constructed in the previous section in such a way that the
new transducer evaluates the inputstrictly top-down. For simplic-
ity we first consider the case where the originalTL program and
the 2-mttP ′ constructed in the previous section are determinis-
tic. Then,P ′ can be realized by the composition of two 2-mtt
which both only use selections of children nodes. Such transducers
are known asmacro tree transducers(mtts) [14, 19]. Macro tree
transducers combine top-down tree transducers and macro gram-
mars [17]. Technically, they can be considered as first-order func-
tional programs performing a top-down traversal over the first argu-
ment while possibly accumulating intermediate results in additional
parameters. These accumulating parameters are also calledcontext
parameters because they implicitly give access to the context of the
currently processed tree in the first argument. Formally, mtts are
2-mtts where the only allowed select patterns arex2 = childi(x1).
Instead of using the 2-mtt formalism, we write mtt rules in the style
of functional programs using pattern matching on the first argu-
ment. As an example of a macro tree transducer consider theAPP-
function of Theorem 5 which evaluates the “@”-symbols in the tree
representation of a forest. This function can be implemented by a
deterministic mtt with initial actionq(z, e) and the rules:

q(e, y1) → y1

q(a(z1, z2), y1) → a(q(z1, e), q(z2, y1))

q(z1 @ z2, y1) → q(z1, q(z2, y1))

In particular, the variablez in the initial action is meant to be bound
to the input tree of the mtt, while the variablesz1, z2 in the rules
refer to the first and second child, respectively.

A macro tree transduceris a pair(R, s0) wheres0 is an initial
action andR is a finite set of rules. A rule is of the form

q(a(z1, . . . , zn), y1, . . . , yk) → t,



whereq is a function symbol,a is the label of a node in the input,
zi are (pattern) variables, andy1, . . . , yk, k ≥ 0, are the accumu-
lating parameters. The right-hand sides (actions)t are defined by
the grammar

t ::= q′(zi, t1, . . . , tm) | b(t1, . . . , tk) | yj

whereq′ again is a function symbol,zi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a variable
from the left-hand side,b is the label of a node in the output, and
yj is one of the accumulating parameters of the left-hand side (i.e.,
1 ≤ j ≤ k). In initial actions we do not allow variablesyj and use
z instead of thezi:

s ::= q′(z, s1, . . . , sm) | b(s1, . . . , sk)

Since mtts cannot move upwards in their input, we need an ap-
propriate method to translate moves to ancestors of the 2-mtt. The
key idea is, instead of moving up to a nodeu, we generate atu all
possible function calls and pass them in the parameter positions to
any further calls. In this way a call ofq for the father node can
be simulated by selecting the corresponding parameteryq. This
simulation, however, is not able to deal properly with accumulat-
ing parameters of the 2-mtt which are modified during up moves.
Therefore, we make use of a decomposition idea already used,e.g.,
in [14, 11]: we decompose the deterministic 2-mttP ′ into a deter-
ministic 2-mttP ′′ without accumulating parametersfollowed by
some extra transformationYIELD . The 2-mttP ′′ executes only the
calling behavior ofP ′, while performing parameter passing sym-
bolically through formal substitution symbolsαi (representing the
formal parameteryi) andσm (representing the substitution ofm
actual parameters). The 2-mttP ′′ is obtained fromP ′ by rewriting
the initial actionA′

0 of P ′ into S [A′
0] as well as each rule

q(laba(x1), y1, . . . , yn) → t

of P ′ into

q(laba(x1)) → S [t]

where the new actions are obtained by:

S [yi] = αi
S [b(t1, . . . , tn)] = b(S [t1], . . . ,S [tn])
S [q′(ψ, t1, . . . , tm)] = σm(q′(ψ),S [t1], . . . ,S [tm])

The intermediate trees produced by the new 2-mttP ′′ now contain
auxiliary occurrences of the symbolsαi andσm which are then
evaluated by the transformationYIELD . A prerequisite for this de-
composition to work is that the newly constructed 2-mttP ′′ never
gets “stuck” meaning that it never reaches a nodev with a function
q for which no rule is applicable. This can be achieved by adding
for all pairs(q, b) for whichP ′ does not have a rule with left-hand
sideq(labb(x1)) the new rule:

q(labb(x1)) → ⊥

where “⊥” is a new symbol denotingundefined. The function
YIELD is meant to evaluate the formal substitution symbols by in-
terpreting the leaf labelsαj as variables and the symbolsσk as for-
mal substitution operations. In fact, the transformationYIELD can
be implemented by a deterministic mtt with initial actionYIELD0(z)
where fork ≥ 0, the functionYIELDk has k extra arguments

y1, . . . , yk and is defined as:

YIELDk(αj , y1, . . . , yk) → yj if j ≤ k
YIELDk(σm(z0, . . . , zm), y1, . . . yk) →

YIELDm(z0, YIELDk(z1, y1, . . . , yk), . . . ,
YIELDk(zm, y1, . . . , yk))

YIELDk(b, y1, . . . , yk) → b
YIELDk(a(z1, z2), y1, . . . , yk) →

a( YIELDk(z1, y1, . . . , yk), YIELDk(z2, y1, . . . , yk))

with j = 1, . . . , n anda, b from the output alphabet ofP ′. Note
in particular, that none of the functionsYIELDk is defined for the
input symbol⊥.

Returning to our example program, the simulating rule (2) isnow
rewritten as a 2-mtt rule without accumulating parameters:

q(lab〈mbox,...〉(x1)) →
mbox(σ1(up

1,copy
ψ,... (x2 = father(x1)),

σ0(down
copy

ψ,...(x2 = child1(x1))) @
σ0(down

copy

ψ,...(x2 = child2(x1))))), e)

(3)

Note that the symbolσ0 represents formal substitution of 0 param-
eters and therefore can also be omitted.

The new deterministic 2-mttP ′′ without accumulating parame-
ters now can be transformed into a total and deterministic mtt M .
Assume thatP ′′ has functionsq1, . . . , qn. For each of thesen
functions, the mttM has two variants:

• q
(0)
i is used if the current node is the root node, i.e., no up-

moves can be performed and therefore no parameters are
necessary;

• qi is used for every other node and hasn accumulating pa-
rameters in order to capture all possible next actions.

On the basis of this set of functions, we replace each rule

qν(labb(x1)) → t

with b = 〈a, j, . . .〉 a symbol of the (annotated) input, by the new
rules

q
(0)
ν (b(z1, z2)) → U0[t] if j = 0
qν(b(z1, z2), y1, . . . , yn) → U [t] for j 6= 0

whereU [.] is defined by:

U [b′(A1, . . . , Ak)] = b′(U [A1], . . . ,U [Ak])
U [qµ(x2 = father(x1))] = yµ
U [qµ(x1 = x2)] = U [tµ]
U [qµ(x2 = childi(x1))] = qµ(zi,U [t1], . . . ,U [tn])

The treeti in the two last rules ofU [.] is the right-hand side of
theqi-rule ofP ′ with match patternlabb(x1) (which by construc-
tion always exists). Thus, when calling the transformationU [.] for
one right-hand side, it may recursively start to evaluate other right-
hand sides for parameter positions. Since, however, the 2-mtt P ′ is
assumed to be deterministic,P ′ will fail to terminatewhenever it
processes the same node with the same functionqi more than once.
For representing non-terminating computations, we again use the
auxiliary symbol⊥. Thus, we replace the(n + 1)-th recursive
application ofU [.] by ⊥. The definition ofU0[.] is similar and
therefore is omitted. The rules for leaf nodes〈e, j, T 〉 are rewritten
analogously, with only difference that no variableszi occur in the
corresponding right-hand sides.

Going back to our example, the 2-mtt rule (3) (without accumu-
lating parameters) now become the following mtt rule (assuming



thatup
1,copy
ψ,... is thek-th function):

q(〈mbox, . . .〉(z1, z2), y1, . . . , yk, . . . , yn) →
mbox(σ1(yk, down

copy

ψ,...(z1, s1, . . . , sn) @
down

copy

ψ,...(z2, s1, . . . , sn)), e)
(4)

wheresi are results of applyingU [.] to the right-hand side of the
i-th function for nodes labeled〈mbox, . . .〉.

Summarizing, we have constructed from the deterministic 2-mtt
P ′ a total and deterministic mtt together with a transformation YIELD

(which also can be implemented by a deterministic, not necessarily
total, mtt) whose composition is equivalent toP ′:

Lemma 6 The transformation of the deterministic 2-mttP ′ can be
effectively decomposed intoYIELD ◦ τM , whereM is a total and
deterministic mtt. ⋄

Lemma 6 essentially has already been proved in [15]. Together
with Theorem 5 we obtain our main decomposition result for de-
terministicTL programs.

Theorem 7 For every deterministicTL programP there is effec-
tively a total and deterministic mtt M such that

τP = APP◦ YIELD ◦ τM .

Proof. According to our constructions so far, we have decomposed
the transformation realized by aTL programP into a composition
APP◦YIELD◦τM ◦REL. The theorem follows from the fact that mtts
are effectively closed under relabelings of the input from REL, by
Theorem 4.21 and Corollary 4.10 of [14]. ⋄

7. NONDETERMINISTIC 2-MTTS
In order to prove the second part of Theorem 4, it suffices to

generalize our decomposition technique from deterministic 2-mtts
to nondeterministic ones. Interestingly, it turns out thatordinary
macro tree transducers are not sufficient for such a decomposition.
To see this, consider the nondeterministic 2-mtt:

q(laba(x1)) → b(q(x1 = x2))
q(laba(x1)) → a

This program transforms a fixed nodea into infinitely many outputs
a, b(a), b(b(a)), . . .. Such transformationscannotbe expressed by
our notion of macro tree transducers. It can be expressed, however,
by a generalization of the mtt which is not obliged to proceedto
subterms of their argument parameter in every step, but may pro-
cess the same argument node arbitrarily often. Such mtts arecalled
stay macro tree transducers(s-mtts for short) [11]. Clearly, we
could formally define s-mtts as 2-mtts without select patterns of
the formx2 = father(x1). However, since s-mtts are very close
to mtts, we prefer to extend the mtt formalism by a new left-hand
sideq(z as a) which bindsz to the current node; then,q′(z) in the
corresponding right-hand side means to callq′ at the current node.
An s-mtt for the above exampleTL program looks as follows:

q(z as a) → b(q(z))
q(z as a) → a

Following the approach of Section 6, we propose the strategy:

1. decompose the 2-mttP ′ into a 2-mttP ′′ without accumu-
lating parameters followed by a function for evaluation of
symbolic substitutions;

2. simulateP ′′ with an s-mttM .

A construction for the decomposition under 1) has already been
provided by Engelfriet and Vogler in [15]. The idea is as follows.
First, we collect all rules

q(labb(x1), y1, . . . , yk) → ti , i = 1, . . . , r

for a functionq with the same left-hand side into a single rule:

q(labb(x1), y1, . . . , yk) → t1 | . . . | tr

where “|” is a new binary operator symbol (written infix) denoting
binary choice. The resulting transducer then is obviously determin-
istic. To the initial action as well as to these rules, we thenapply
the transformationS [.] from the last section. Additionally and in
order to allow termination of a function call at any moment, we add
for everypair (q, b), a rule

q(labb(x1)) → ⊥

as a second rule. Intuitively, the resulting transducer does not only
delay substitution into formal variables but also the choice between
different alternatives for a given function call. The substitutions as
well as the formal choice operators are to be evaluated by second
transformationYIELD′ which can be implemented by an mtt which
essentially equals the mtt for the transformationYIELD from Sec-
tion 6, which, however, has the following additional rules for “|”:

YIELDk(z1 | z2, y1, . . . , yk) → YIELDk(zi, y1, . . . , yk)

for i = 1, 2. In particular, the mtt forYIELD′ is no longer de-
terministic. It remains to provide an implementation of the2-mtt
P ′′ without accumulating parameters by a suitable stay macro tree
transducer. Indeed, we here essentially use the same construction
as in Section 6. The only difference is that now the transformations
U0[.] andU [.] of the right-hand sides can be simplified in such a
way that we now can use the pattern variablez of the left-hand side
for expressing a repeated transformation of the current node. Thus,
we modify the definition ofU [.] to:

U [b′(A1, . . . , Ak)] = b′(U [A1], . . . ,U [Ak])
U [qµ(x2 = father(x1))] = yµ
U [qµ(x1 = x2)] = qµ(z)
U [qµ(x2 = childi(x1))] =

qµ(zi, q1(z, y1, . . . , yn), . . . , qn(z, y1, . . . , yn))

Since s-mtts are closed under relabelingsREL of the input forREL ∈
REL [11], we arrive at the following theorem:

Theorem 8 The transformation of every nondeterministicTL pro-
gramP can be decomposed into the composition:

APP◦ YIELD
′ ◦ τM

whereM is an s-mtt that can be effectively constructed fromP . ⋄

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.

8. RELATED WORK
There are a number of well established XML transformation lan-

guages with varying support for type checking. XSLT [9, 21] is a
rule-basedlanguage for transforming XML documents. Transfor-
mation rules in XSLT are similar to those ofTL. For match and
select patterns XPath 1.0 [7] and 2.0 [3] are used, which are lan-
guages for addressing nodes of an XML document. Type checking
has not been supported for XSLT. Only recently a tool for type
checking XSLT has been designed [28].

XQuery [6] is a strongly-typed functional language for querying
XML documents which is again based on XPath. Type checking is



performed viaforward type inference; it is thus only approxima-
tive and type errors might occur at run-time. Type inferenceis also
used in the XDuce [20] and CDuce [2, 18] family of functional lan-
guages. These languages extend the pattern matching mechanism
of functional languages by regular expression constructs.Another
functional approach to XML processing is XMλ [26]. Here, the
type information is mapped onto (extended) Haskell types. As in
XQuery and XDuce/CDuce, type inference is approximate.

Besides in the publications about type checkingk-pebble tree
transducers [27, 11],inversetype inference has also been used by
Tozawa for a subset of XSLT which essentially consists of top-down
tree transformations [34].

9. CONCLUSION
We introduced the small but expressive tree transformationlan-

guageTL which subsumes the tree transformation core of most
existing XML transformation languages. AnyTL program can be
effectively decomposed into three (stay) macro tree transducers,
independent of the complexity of the transformation or the used
patterns. Applying the known result that regularity is preserved by
inverse images of (stay) mtts, an elegant procedure for typecheck-
ing TL programs is obtained. It remains a challenging engineering
problem whether this decomposition gives rise to an implementa-
tion which is also sufficiently efficient on real world transforma-
tions. We are currently working on the implementation.
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APPENDIX

A. SKETCH OF PROOF
In the following we present a sketch of the correctness proofof

the construction to compile global selections of theTL program into
local movements (Section 5.4).

Let f be an arbitrary but fixed binary tree representation of the
input forest which is annotated as described in Section 5.3.For two
nodesv1 andv2 of f labeled by〈 , , T1, , 〉 and 〈 , , T2, , 〉,
respectively, the relationgf (v1, v2) ⊆ T1 × T2 relates states inT1

atv1 andT2 atv2 which are possibly connected through a common
run r on the inputf of the match automatonP (cf. Section 5.2).
This relation is defined by

(s1, s2) ∈ gf (v1, v2) iff
∃ accepting runr : s1 = r(v1) ands2 = r(v2),

wheres1, s2 are states ofP .

Claim 1:

APP([[down
q
ψ,h]]f (v, T1, . . . , Tk)) =

APP([[q]]f (u1, T1, . . . , Tk)) . . . APP([[q]]f (ul, T1, . . . , Tk))

for all inputsf , andv, u1, . . . , ul ∈ N (f), a functionq of the TL

program and actual parametersTi. u1 < . . . < ul are exactly
the nodesu′ in document order occurring in the subtreef/v of f
rooted atv such that

gf (v, u
′) ◦ h ∩ Bψ 6= ∅,

i.e., the sequence of pairs(v, u1), . . . , (v, ul) represents all matches
of the binary select patternψ in the input forest. The proof is by
induction on the depthn of the subtreef/v. Forn = 0, consider
the nodeu′ = v. Then

[[down
q
ψ,h]]f (v, T1, . . . , Tk)

either equals[[q]]f applied tov andT1, . . . , Tk given thath∩Bψ 6=
∅, or equals the empty sequenceǫ otherwise. Sincegt(v, u′) is the
identity relation, the assertion follows. Ifn > 0, v is not a leaf off
and therefore has two childrenv1 andv2, respectively. Let us first
consider the case whereh ∩ Bφ = ∅. Then, all descendantsu′ of
v with

gf (v, u
′) ◦ h ∩ Bψ 6= ∅

either are descendants ofv1 or of v2. Accordingly, the sequence of
nodesu1, . . . , ul is the concatenation of two sequencesu1, . . . , ul′
andul′+1, . . . , ul where the nodes in the first sequence are descen-
dants ofv1 and the others are descendants ofv2. By inspecting the
definition ofg′i andgt, we verify that

gf (v, u
′) ◦ h = gf (vi, u

′) ◦ g′i

wheneveru′ is a descendant ofvi. Therefore by induction hypoth-
esis,

APP([[down
q

ψ,g′
1

]]f (v1, T1, . . . , Tk)) =

APP([[q]]f (u1, T1, . . . , Tk)) . . . APP([[q]]f (ul′ , T1, . . . , Tk))

and

APP([[down
q

ψ,g′
2

]]f (v2, T1, . . . , Tk)) =

APP([[q]]f (ul′+1, T1, . . . , Tk)) . . . APP([[q]]f (ul, T1, . . . , Tk))

Since by definition,

[[down
q
ψ,h]]f (v, T1, . . . , Tk) =
[[down

q

ψ,g′
1

]]f (v1, T1, . . . , Tk) @

[[down
q

ψ,g′
2

]]f (v2, T1, . . . , Tk)

the assertion of the claim follows. It remains to consider the case
whereh ∩ Bφ 6= ∅, i.e.,v itself is a match. Thenv = u1. For the
remaining sequenceu2, . . . , ul we may argue as before that

APP( [[down
q

ψ,g′
1

]]f (v1, T1, . . . , Tk) @

[[down
q

ψ,g′
2

]]f (v2, T1, . . . , Tk))

= APP([[q]]f (u2, T1, . . . , Tk)) . . . APP([[q]]f (ul, T1, . . . , Tk))

Since now by definition,

[[down
q
ψ,h]]f (v, T1, . . . , Tk) =
[[q]]f (v, T1, . . . , Tk) @
[[down

q

ψ,g′
1

]]f (v1, T1, . . . , Tk) @

[[down
q

ψ,g′
2

]]f (v2, T1, . . . , Tk)

the assertion of Claim 1 again follows.

Assume that the nodev of f is a descendant of the nodevj which
in turn is thej-th child of the nodev′. Assume further thath =
gt(v, vj) and that the value of the parameterTk+1 satisfies:

APP(Tk+1) =
APP([[q]]t(u1, T1, . . . , Tk)) . . . APP([[q]]t(ul, T1, . . . , Tk))

whereu1 < . . . < ul are the descendantsu′ of vj with

gt(v, u
′) ∩ Bψ 6= ∅

Thus the sequenceu1 < . . . < ul consists of all descendantsu′ of
vj in document order such that(v, u′) is a match ofψ in f . Assume
thatv′ is labeled〈a, i, T, S1, S2〉. Consider the call

[[up
j,q
ψ,h]]f (v

′, T1, . . . , Tk, Tk+1).

Now lethj , gj be defined according to the possible right-hand side
of up

j,q
ψ,h and the label of the tree rooted atv′. Moreover, define

T ′
k+1 as the new value of thek + 1-st accumulating parameter in

the recursive call for the father ofv′ (in casei > 0) or the complete
right-hand side (in casei = 0). Thus,

T ′
k+1 =

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

[[q]]f (v
′, T ) @ Tk+1 @ [[down

q
ψ,g1

]]f (v2, T )
if j = 1 ∧ h1 ∩ Bψ 6= ∅

Tk+1 @ [[down
q
ψ,g1

]]f (v2, T )
if j = 1 ∧ h1 ∩ Bψ = ∅

[[q]]f (v
′, T ) @ Tk+1 @ [[down

q
ψ,g2

]]f (v1, T )
if j = 2 ∧ h2 ∩ Bψ 6= ∅

Tk+1 @ [[down
q
ψ,g2

]]f (v1, T )
if j = 2 ∧ h2 ∩ Bψ = ∅

whereT abbreviates the sequenceT1, . . . , Tk of actual parameters.
We claim:

Claim 2:

1. hj = gf (v, v
′) andgj = gf (v, v3−j) for j = 1, 2.

2. T ′
k+1 satisfies the same property asTk+1 – but now for the

whole subtree rooted atv′, i.e.,

APP(T ′
k+1) =

APP([[q]]f (u1, T1, . . . , Tk)) . . . APP([[q]]f (um, T1, . . . , Tk))

whereu1 < . . . < um are the descendantsu′ of v′ with

gf (v, u
′) ∩Bψ 6= ∅

The first item of the claim follows from the property ofh by
inspection of the definitions of thehj andgj . For the second item,
we recall from Claim 1 that the call

[[down
q
ψ,gj

]]f (v3−j , T1, . . . , Tk)



returns (the representation of) the list of all calls

[[q]]f (u
′, T1, . . . , Tk)

wheregf (v3−j , u′) ◦ gj ∩Bψ 6= ∅. From the definitions ofgj and
gt, we verify that

gf (v3−j , u
′) ◦ gj = gf (v, u

′)

We conclude that the sequence ofu′ in the subtree rooted atv3−j
precisely equals the sequence of allv′ ≤ v3−j such that(v, u′) is
a match ofψ. This completes the proof of Claim 2.

The correctness proof for our translation now proceeds by fix-
point induction. Within the induction step, we have to proveby
structural induction on the right-hand sides inTL rules that:

[[A]]t(v, T1, . . . , Tk) = APP([[[A]j ]](v, T1, . . . , Tk)),

where[.]j is our transformation of right-hand sides in order to com-
pile the global selection steps of theTL program into local move-
ments (cf. Section 5.4). The only difficult case is the simulation of
calls

q′(ψ,A1, . . . , Ak).

First, let us assume that the current nodev is no match ofψ. For
that case, we iteratively may apply Claim 2 to the ancestors of the
nodev. Thus, we deduce for

h = {(s, s) | s ∈ T}
gi = {(s, si) ∈ T × Si | ∃ s3−i ∈ S3−i : (s, a, s1s2) ∈ δ}

that the calls:

[[down
q′

ψ,g1
]]f (v1, T1, . . . , Tk) @ [[down

q′

ψ,g2
]]f (v2, T1, . . . , Tk)

if v is the root oft or

[[up
j,q′

ψ,h]]f (v
−, T1, . . . , Tk,

[[down
q′

ψ,g1
]]f (v1, T1, . . . , Tk)) @

[[down
q′

ψ,g2
]]f (v2, T1, . . . , Tk))

if v− is the father ofv andv1, v2 the first and second child, respec-
tively, result in a representation of

[[q]]f (u1, T1, . . . , Tk) . . . [[q]]f (un, T1, . . . , Tk)

whereu1 < . . . < un is the sequence of nodesu′ such that(v, u′)
are precisely all matches ofψ in t, i.e., gt(v, u′) ∩ Bψ 6= ∅ —
which we needed to verify. If on the other handv is a match ofψ
then we have to include the call

[[q]]f (v, T1, . . . , Tk)

into the accumulating parameter ofup:

[[up
j,q′

ψ,h]]f (v
−, T1, . . . , Tk,

[[q]]f (v, T1, . . . , Tk) @

[[down
q′

ψ,g1
]]f (v1, T1, . . . , Tk)) @

[[down
q′

ψ,g2
]]f (v2, T1, . . . , Tk))

or into the final result ifv is the root off :

[[q]]f (v, T1, . . . , Tk) @

[[down
q′

ψ,g1
]]f (v1, T1, . . . , Tk) @ [[down

q′

ψ,g2
]]f (v2, T1, . . . , Tk)

This ends the proof sketch for compiling global selections of TL

programs.


